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or that you’re not overpaying for features you don’t want. Our comparison will help you narrow down to the trims that are right for
you.
Infiniti conquers Europe with the twin-turbo Q60 coupe
Mercedes-AMG E63 S Drag Races Audi RS6 In Sedan Vs Wagon Duel
We reveal some of the finest cars you’ll find on the manicured lawns of the Honourable Artillery Company for London Concours this
month.
1993 Audi 100 Quattro T
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Compare Trims on the 1993 Audi 100
This clip, uploaded today by the FIA's official YouTube account Friday, shows the No.1 entry of Zippo and Denis Piceno in their
Audi Quattro ... over 100 mph. Remember, this isn't your modern ...
Watch This Very Quick Audi Quattro Demolish a Tarmac Stage in a Historic Rally
However, following the triumphant years of the Audi Coupe Quattro and ... mph in 3.6 s (or 0 to 100 kph in 3.7 s).Approach The Audi
TT is one of those cars that weren’t born as a natural ...
2021 Audi TT: What Is it Like to Have Grown in the Shadow of the Famous Quattro?
But there are plenty of worthy and collectable cars around that aren’t Porsches. Not exotic, but fine pieces of industrial design in
themselves. Often much cherished. And it’s these cars that are ...
Opinion: Why interesting cars could face an early demise
A challenger to the likes of the Mercedes-AMG S63, the super limo took a whopping 3.3 seconds to complete the 0 to 100 km/h (0-62
mph) acceleration. By comparison, Audi claims that it will do it in 3.
2021 S8 Beats Audi’s Estimate, Hits 62 MPH In Just 3.3 Seconds
We reveal some of the finest cars you’ll find on the manicured lawns of the Honourable Artillery Company for London Concours this
month.
London Concours 2021: The rarest and most valuable cars
The segment began over 40 years ago with things like the GTI, a cheap compact with just over 100 horsepower. But right now, if it
hasn't got 300+ hp ... started with the Audi RS3.
Salvaged 2012 Audi RS3 Drag Races New Audi S3, Humiliation Follows
Carrying on the tradition of one of the brand’s most recognisable models, the Audi A6 replaced the Audi 100 in 1994 ... rear seats
don’t quite fold flat. Audi, however, has the answer in the shapes of ...
Audi A6 Review
SQ5 is once again a standout in a segment that it effectively started. Fast and capable, it's as at home around town as it is on a
flowing country road.
2021 Audi SQ5 TDI review
First registered in February 1986 by Lockyear Motors Audi in Ewhurst ... months ago but hasn’t been driven much and is being sold
to free up some workshop space. The Quattro has had a recent ...
AUDI COUPE QUATTRO 1986
JEFF ZURSCHMEIDE - The 2021 Infiniti Q60 is a sleek sport coupe that is available with either a 300 or 400 horsepower
turbocharged V^ engine, and a choice of rear-wheel-drive or all-wheel-drive. The ...
Infiniti conquers Europe with the twin-turbo Q60 coupe
Porsche Ukraine has been on the market for 13 years. What are the main achievements of the company that you can be proud of?
Being an integral part of the big Volkswagen family and having the honor t? ...
Exciting journey into the future
The verdict: The Audi A4’s 2017 redesign ... Still, the handling isn’t what you’d call outright fun. Lightened by around 65 to 100
pounds versus the 2016, depending on driveline, the A4 ...
2017 Audi A4
However, we haven't had a chance to evaluate its real-world efficiency on our 75-mph highway fuel-economy route, which is part of
our extensive testing regimen. The RS5's interior mixes an array ...
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2021 Audi RS5
The power goes through a Quattro AWD system ... 0-62 miles per hour (0-100 kilometers per hour) acceleration - 3.4 seconds for the
Merc and 3.6 seconds for the Audi. Again, this is what the ...
Mercedes-AMG E63 S Drag Races Audi RS6 In Sedan Vs Wagon Duel
Audi has taken a different design initiative from its competitors. This isn’t a ... it up to 100 km/h in a blistering 3.6 seconds. The
8-speed transmission is connected to Audi’s Quattro ...
2021 Audi RS 6 Avant is a perfect blend of high performance and real world practicality
Audi's Quattro all-wheel-drive system not only maximizes ... While the Sportback still isn't ideal for transporting five people, its rear
seat is roomy enough for two, even if its sloping roof ...
2021 S8 Beats Audi’s Estimate, Hits 62 MPH In Just 3.3 Seconds
A challenger to the likes of the Mercedes-AMG S63, the super limo took a whopping 3.3 seconds to complete the 0 to 100 km/h
(0-62 mph) acceleration. By comparison, Audi claims that it will do it in 3.
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The segment began over 40 years ago with things like the GTI, a cheap compact with just over 100 horsepower. But right now, if it hasn't got
300+ hp ... started with the Audi RS3.
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